Career Comp@nion
Career Comp@nion is an impartial and mediated review service of Careers, Learning and Support
Information websites. This National and where appropriate European and International service is
complemented by regular News bulletins and occasional supporting articles. It has been designed to
help and support people of all ages at life’s key transitions from Year 9 (Age 13-14) pupils in school
right through to adults planning for retirement. Users are offered access to four portals; Student (1319), Graduate, Career Changer and Adviser (Teacher/Parent). The site is maintained and updated by
a team of professionals working in career guidance, education and information.
Our review and editorial team looks for the positive features in each site to help you locate reliable
information quickly and decide if a site is worth visiting and exploring. Sites are selected for their
quality, usefulness, appropriateness of content and impartiality. The reviewers also assign icons to
indicate the type and range of information at a glance. This is particularly helpful if users are looking
to research or compare sites in greater depth.
Any sites that do not meet our strict criteria for Reviews may be included as Recommended (still
useful content, and/or further sources of related information). Users are encouraged to use the
‘Submit a Site’ facility for any sites they would like to be included in Career Comp@nion. Reviews
and URLs are checked to ensure they remain up to date and new sites are added regularly. We also
encourage users to ‘Have Your Say’ as this often provides a valuable source of additional
information. Users also have their own facility to ‘star rate’ a given site.
Career Comp@nion was awarded the Career Assured – quality mark for careers resources by the
Career Development Institute in 2015. The Award demonstrates that Career Comp@nion meets the
CDI’s standard of quality against clear and transparent criteria.

Career Comp@nion – bespoke
Increasingly, schools, colleges and some regional careers organisations prefer a bespoke version of
Career Comp@nion to complement their own VLE/Intranet service. This is delivered at an Area or
Local level by a convenient ‘date sensitive’ content management system, which guarantees your
library always remain up to date. This Career Comp@nion bespoke option logs in automatically to
your own Teachers/Advisers and/or, Student and Parent portal, with easy access to News and
Notices as well as the full Career Comp@nion service.

Web Design and Developers
We are very pleased to be associated with Whitelight Creative http://www.whitelight.uk.com and
Web Design-Solutions http://web-design-solutions.net who have been involved in the design,
development and hosting respectively.

Surf In2 Careers Ltd
Surf In2 Careers Ltd and associate contributors are members of The Career Development Institute
(CDI) www.thecdi.net . This is the UK-wide professional organisation for those working in the fields
of career education; career information, advice and guidance; career coaching and career
management. Members are committed to the CDI Code of Ethics which guides them in all aspects of
their professional lives - especially relationships with clients, colleagues, employers and wider
society.
Several contributors are also members of the Careers Writers Association (CWA) – an association for
highly experienced careers writers who have vast experience of writing articles, books and other
materials for the 14-25 age group. Many are also highly experienced and qualified careers advisers
who have worked in schools, colleges and universities in the UK as well as overseas. The CWA site
Parental Guidance http://www.parentalguidance.org.uk gives parents and carers the help and
information they need to support young people during their transition to adult working life. There
are up-to-the-minute and well-researched articles by the country’s leading careers writers.
We also provide web-based training, careers, learning and support resources to a number of third
party organisations. See Ordering Options for subscriptions and discounting arrangements for Career
Comp@nion. Further details can be obtained at feedback@careercompanion.co.uk or phone 00 44
(0) 1256 327478. We will respond to your enquiry within three working days.

Registered Office: Baker Tilly, Springpark House, Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 4HG

Disclaimer
While Career Comp@nion Online seeks to help users locate potential sources of information, we can
take no responsibility for the content of any given websites, how such information is used, or any
subsequent decisions made as a result of visiting sites we have reviewed. We also believe that webbased information is never a substitute for one to one professional career guidance.

Terms and Conditions
Documentation for Career Comp@nion - bespoke can be supplied on request, and forms part of the
Registration procedure. Please note: Data Protection is respected and no personal information is
held or shared. We only use personal career/case studies with the expressed permission of
individuals concerned.
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